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1. Introduction 

In recent years, since the cooperation of multiple robots provides numerous advantages in 
engineering applications, the research topics on multi-robot systems have received great 
attention. Due to the complexity and/or difficulty of a task, the performance by one single 
robot is usually limited. However, the performance limitation could be overcome by the 
cooperation of multiple robots. Compared with one single robot, a multi-robot team could 
provide advantages such as better efficiency, robustness, execution time saving, and so on, 
which are mainly achieved because of the characteristics of multi-robot cooperation. In a 
multi-robot team, the possible abilities of each robot can be usually classified as the 
following four types: communication, sensing, computation, and actuation. Among these 
abilities, the communication between robots is the most important factor for the cooperative 
characteristics of a multi-robot team. If every robot is considered as a networking node, the 
communication links between any pair of robots form a communication network. In order to 
guarantee the cooperative characteristics of a multi-robot team, the method of maintaining a 
good communication network thus becomes a critical issue. 
Considering the robot mobility, environmental limitation, user requests or other factors, 
many moving algorithms driving robots to form a good communication network are 
previously proposed. In most of these algorithms, robots are assumed to be well equipped 
with advanced sensing or positioning devices such as global positioning system, radar 
and/or camera. These equipments could provide enough information for the moving 
algorithms and hence output good performance. Sometimes, because of the computation 
complexity of the algorithm, other advanced processing units are also needed. These 
assumptions, however, are not easily implemented in real applications. Moreover, cost or 
retrieve would be another important design issue for the searching task by a robot team. 
To achieve the cooperative characteristics and information sharing, the team of robots must 
maintain a good communication connection while moving or performing tasks. In real 
implementation, sharing enough information quantity among multiple robots could be a 
challenging problem. In this chapter, inspired by the bacteria mobility behavior, a 
dispersion movement design for a multi-robot team is presented. The goal of the dispersion 
algorithm is to maintain the communication network among robots and enlarge the 
coverage area as widely as possible. Unlike other previously proposed algorithms, the O
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design of the dispersion algorithm is distributed and only utilizes simple information. The 
communication density, or the number of communication links, is the only information 
needed in the algorithm. Although more information brings better efficiency, it also causes 
problems like cost and retrieve. Hence, in the proposed algorithm, the position information 
is not required that greatly reduces the implementation cost on positioning devices. This 
information could be easily obtained without complex equipments such as global 
positioning system, camera or radar. Hence the advantage of low information quantity can 
be achieved. Moreover, the bacteria foraging behavior along with attraction and repulsion 
model of an organism is also integrated into the algorithm. These biomimic behaviors help 
the robot team overcome the limitations caused by lacking of position information. 
For a base station that releases robots to search for targets, a dispatch rule is also designed 
based on the dispersion algorithm. Because of the communication and sensing limitations, 
the coverage area by robots is limited. In order to enlarge the coverage area, “the base 
station needs to add new robots. Two key factors decided by the base station are “when to 
release robots” and “how many robots to be released.” Therefore, with the dispatch rule, the 
base station could flexibly re-supply robots to enlarge the coverage area adaptively. 

1.1 Related Work 

Multi-robot systems are nowadays a popular research topic. In many applications, exploring 
an unknown environment is an important research task. Robots equipped with sensors form a 
so-called “sensor network” to explore or map the environment. By considering energy 
consumption, communication quality and scalability, the communication topology of a team 
of robots is an important issue related to the sensor network system. Wireless sensor networks 
are generally used in environment monitoring or exploring. The robots are equipped with 
sensors such as thermal, pressure or moisture sensors. With information collected by the 
networked sensors, the status about the environment could be completely obtained. The robots 
in wireless sensor networks are generally static and distributed. Due to the issue of signal 
transmission degradation, these robots should select a proper set of neighbors for establishing 
communication links. This kind of mechanism is called topology control. Topology control for 
a static sensor network is widely studied and many protocols are proposed: (Santi, 2005; 
Rodoplu & Meng, 1999; Li et al., 2005; Blough et al., 2003). However, a multi-robot system is 
usually mobile. Hence the deployment of a team of robots becomes an important issue in a 
mobile sensor network (Heo & Varshney, 2005; Chellappan et al., 2007). 
Mobile sensor networks are not fully considered in many proposed topology control protocols. 
In the robotics research area, movement algorithms for the mobile multi-robot systems have 
been significantly studied. Based on the theory of graph theory or potential field, a variety of 
algorithms are proposed for achieving different movement purposes. For exploring or 
monitoring the environment, a team of robots need to be distributed uniformly in an 
environment, and/or they need to form a certain formation for improving the operation 
efficiency. To achieve these requirements, many movement algorithms are proposed. For 
example, Tan proposed a distributed model for a multi-robot system by utilizing Delaunay 
Triangulation and an autonomous self-deployment algorithm is then discussed (Tan, 2005). 
Cortes et al. proposed a coverage control by focusing on the Voronoi cell maintenance of each 
robot. A gradient descent algorithm for a class of utility functions is then proposed to encode 
the optimal coverage and sensing policy (Cortes et al., 2004). Burgard et al. focused on the 
target points and set cost functions to decide the movement of robots (Burgard et al., 2005). 
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Poduli and Sukhatme considered the problem of maximizing the total sensor coverage area 
with the constraint of at least K neighbors linked with every robot. Two virtual forces of 
attraction and repulsion are defined between robots to force them to move until at least K 
neighbors is within the neighbor set (Poduli & Sukhatme, 2004). 
In addition to the algorithms developed based on the analytic method of potential field and 
graph theory, each robot in a multi-robot team can be considered as an organism, and the 
network formed by robots can be viewed as an organism aggregation. The aggregation 
behavior in nature is widely studied in biological research area. Typical force components of 
an aggregation model include locomotory, aggregative, arrayal and random (Flierl et al., 1999; 
Parrish et al., 2002; Czirok et al., 1996; Gueron et al., 1996). For the aggregative force, long-
range attraction and short-range repulsion is the most typical model (Gueron et al., 1996; Gazi 
& Paasino, 2003; Gazi & Passino, 2004). When the neighbors get too close to the individual, a 
repulsion force is caused to part the individual from those too-closed neighbors. On the other 
hand, the neighbors that are a little far from the individual will cause an attraction force to the 
individual. The concept of the attraction-repulsion force model is later applied into the multi-
robot dispersion movement algorithm to maintain the communication network. 
In nature, the E. coli bacteria have a foraging mechanism for searching for food and 
avoiding noxious substances. The flagellum of bacteria causes two kinds of actions: (1) the 
swimming action, which is to make the cell move forward, and (2) the tumbling action, 
which is to make the cell change direction. When in the isotropic homogeneous 
environment, the bacteria alternate swim with tumble, and, hence, they move in random 
walks. This enables the bacteria to search for nutrients. While the bacteria encounter a 
nutrient gradient, they spend more time swimming and less time tumbling. The direction is 
biased towards increasing nutrient gradient, and the nutrient concentration data of past 
steps are used to decide how long to run. In other words, although the bacteria do not have 
any positional information about the environment concentration, they use the “time 
density” instead of “spacial density” to make movement decisions (Passino, 2002). In the 
target search problem studied, to maintain a proper communication network, one robot 
need to keep a certain number of communication links. In other words, the “communication 
density” is desired to reach a certain value. This is similar to the bacteria searching of 
nutrient. Hence the bacteria foraging behavior is applied as a driving force for robots to 
move to the area with a desired communication density. 
Many algorithms utilizing large information quantity are proposed for multi-robot systems 
applied to environment exploration, sensor network, formation control and other topics. In 
this chapter, the multi-robot deployment movement problem with a dispatch mechanism is 
discussed. The design of the dispersion algorithm is distributed and only utilizes simple 
information. Although more information brings better efficiency, it also causes problems of 
high cost and retrieving difficulty. Hence, in the proposed algorithms, the position 
information is not required that greatly reduces the implementation cost on positioning 
devices. Moreover, the bacteria foraging behavior along with the attraction and repulsion 
model of organism is also integrated into the algorithm. These biomimic behaviors help the 
robot team to overcome limitations for lack of position information. 

1.2 Outline 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the dispatch and 
dispersion problem. Section 3 presents the dispersion movement algorithm of multi-robot 
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systems inspired by the bacteria foraging behavior and the aggregation of creatures. Section 
4 presents the control rule of dispatching robots at the base station. Section 5 discusses the 
scenario and the statistics of related simulation results. Finally Section 6 summarizes this 
chpater. 

2. Problem Formulation 

In the section, a target search problem combined with a multi-robot dispersion movement and 
a robot dispatch rule in a base station is defined. First, the unknown environment is assumed 
to be on a two-dimensional plane without boundary and obstacles. Certain target exists at 
unknown position in the environment, and robots are released from a base station for 
searching for the target. Since the position of the target is unknown, an appropriate number of 
robots are required to be able to cover a certain area and the number is not decided in advance. 
Hence the base station needs to release robots continuously until the target is found. Once the 
target is sensed by any of the robots, the target search task is finished. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the target search problem. The square in the center of 
the plane denotes the base station which is responsible for releasing robots. The circular 
patterns denote the robots which have been released, and the star symbol denotes the target. 
Since the position of the target is unknown, the size of required coverage area by a team of 
robots could not be estimated in advance. That is, the appropriate number of robots that are 
able to sense the target can not be decided in advance. To solve this problem, the base 
station needs to release robots continuously for enlarging the coverage area until the target 
is found. Once the target is sensed by one of the robots, the target search task is finished. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the target search problem 

For a multi-robot system, information sharing is one of the key advantages compared with a 
single-robot system. In general, the communication between robots has a limited range, 
defined as the “communication range” of the robots. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 
2. The black dots denote the robots. The large circle denotes the communication range of 
Robot 1. Robot 2 is inside the communication range of Robot 1. Hence Robot 2 is called a 
“neighbor” of Robot 1. On the other hand, Robot 3 is outside the communication range of 
Robot 1. Therefore Robot 3 is not a neighbor of Robot 1. The sensible range of robots for the 
target is also limited. The range is defined as “sensing range”, which is denoted by the small 
gray circle in Figure 1. 

Base 
Station
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the sensing and communication ranges of a robot 

For the target search problem, there are two major tasks: (1) the dispatch manner at the base 
station, and (2) the dispersion manner on each individual robot. 

2.1 Dispatching at the Base Station 

The duty of the base station is to release robots until the target is found. Since there is no 
prior information of the location of the target, and these robots need time to spread out, the 
base station should decide the following two issues: “when to release new robots” and “how 
many new robots to be released.” To make a proper decision, the base station needs some 
information of the dispersion manner of the robots in advance, or it can receive real-time 
information from the robots. 

2.2 Dispersion of Robots 

Once robots are released from the base station, they start to move. To simplify the problem, 
these robots are set to move along the following four directions: go forward, go backward, 
move right and move left, as shown in Figure 3. Also the velocity of each robot is assumed 
to be the same. During the movement, the robots should spread out as widely as possible 
while keeping the communication network connected. Many movement algorithms are 
developed previously and can provide good efficiency. However, they are usually designed 
based on rich information such as the position of robots with specialized equipments. 
Sometimes a leader is also needed to direct other robots. The main objective of this chapter 
is to develop a dispersion algorithm for robots that only uses simple and easily obtained 
information. Hence, simple distributed computation can be implemented on each robot. 

 

Figure 3. Action definition of a single robot 

Move left

Go forward

Go backward

Move right

Robot 1

Robot 2 

Robot 3

Sensing Range

Communication 
Range 
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3. Dispersion Algorithm 

In the target search problem studied, to maintain a proper communication network, robots 
need to keep a certain number of communication links. In other words, the “communication 
density” is desired to reach a certain value. This is similar to the bacteria searching of 
nutrient. Hence the bacteria foraging behavior is applied as a driving force for robots to 
move to the area with a desired communication density. Moreover, the advantage of not 
using the position information is achieved. This helps decrease the implementation cost and 
solve problems like retrieving. Simply speaking, the algorithm works as follows. When the 
neighbors of the robot get too close to the robot, a repulsion force is caused to separate the 
robot from those too-closed neighbors. On the other hand, the neighbors that are a little far 
from the robot generate an attraction force to the robot. This attraction-repulsion concept is 
combined together with the bacteria foraging behavior to design the dispersion algorithm. 

Symbol Definition 

i  Robot ID 

k  Time step index 

t  Releasing index of base station 

sR
 Radius of sensing range 

cR
 Radius of communication range 

rR
 Radius of repulsion range 

( )i

cn k  Number of neighbors in communication ring range of Robot i at Step k 
( )i

r
n k  Number of neighbors in repulsion range of Robot i at Step k 

cN
 Desired number of neighbors in communication ring range 

( )totalA k  Real coverage area of total robots at Step k 
( )total

estA k  Estimated coverage area of total robots at Step k 
( )total

aR k  Radius of real coverage area of total robots at Step k 

, ( )total

a estR k
 Radius of estimated coverage area of total robots at Step k 

( )iA k  Real coverage area of Robot i at Step k 
( )i

estA k  Estimated coverage area of Robot i at Step k 

,a effR  Radius of effective coverage area of a single robot 

straitT  Length of steps compared in Case Strait 

normalT  Length of steps compared in Case Normal 

escapeT  Length of moving steps in Case Strait 

( )p k  Stop percentage of robots at Step k 

P  Desired value of stop percentage of robots 

tT  Releasing time of the tht  releasing of base station 

tu  Number of releasing robots at the 
tht  releasing of base station 

RΔ  Desired increasing radius of total coverage area 
( )N k  Number of total robots at Step k 
( )iD k  Moving direction of Robot i at Step k 

Table 1. Parameter Definitions of Dispersion Algorithm and Dispatch Rule 

The parameters of the dispersion algorithm are defined in Table 1. These parameters are 
grouped as indexes, the radiuses of different ranges, the number of neighbors, the 
definitions of different areas and radiuses, the lengths of time steps, the stop percentage of 
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robots, the two releasing parameters of base station, and other parameters. All of these 
parameters will be explained in detail later when mentioned in this discussion. 
A new range, called “repulsion range”, is defined as shown in Figure 4. It is for designing the 
repulsion force for the neighbors of the robot. Moreover, the communication range 
excluding the repulsion range is called the “communication ring range,” inside which its 
neighbors cause an attraction force to keep the network from being partitioned. Let the 
number of neighbors inside the communication ring range be ( )i

cn k , where k denotes the 

time step and i is the robot ID. A desired value of ( )i

cn k  is set as 
cN . Also let the number of 

neighbors inside the repulsion range be ( )i

rn k , and the desired value of ( )i

rn k  is zero because 

of the repulsion. An example of 1( )cn k  = 3 and 1( )rn k  = 1 is shown in Figure 4. 

The flowchart of the dispersion algorithm is shown in Figure 5. First the robot needs to 
decide whether it should move or not. Since it wants to keep ( )i

cn k  equal to 
cN  and ( )i

rn k  

equal to zero, then the moving condition is defined as follows. 

 ( )   ||  ( )  0i i

c c rn k N n k≠ ≠  (1) 

 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram showing the repulsion and communication ranges of a robot 

However, in order to avoid the partition of the communication network, a slight adjustment 
is applied to the moving condition. The probability of network partition increases when the 
moving robots have only a few neighbors within the communication range. Therefore they 
should take a conservative action to avoid partition; that is, they should stop at such 
situation. Hence the moving condition is further adjusted as follows. 

 ( ( )   && ( )  ) ||  ( )  0
2

i i ic
c c c r

N
n k N n k n k≠ > ≠

 (2) 

For the condition that ( )  i

c cn k N≠  and ( ) / 2i

c cn k N> , it is defined as the “Phase A,” indicating 

the attraction force stage. For the condition that ( )  0i

rn k ≠ , it is defined as the “Phase R,” 

indicating the repulsion force stage. Since keeping the network connected is of most 
important, the attraction force is considered prior to the repulsion force. 
Once the moving condition is satisfied, the robot starts to move. For simplicity, the robot 
moving velocity is set to be the same. Hence the only one variable that the robot needs to 

Robot 1
Repulsion  
Range 

Communication 
Ring Range 
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decide is the movement direction. Here the bacteria foraging behavior is applied for 
choosing the direction. 

 

Figure 5. Flowchart of dispersion algorithm 

Let the moving direction of Robot i at Step k be ( )iD k . First, every robot records ( )iD k , 

( )i

cn k , and ( )i

rn k  over the last 
straitT  steps. Moreover, a small value of buffer length 

normalT  is 

defined. 
straitT  is set as several times of 

normalT . According to the recorded values of ( )i

cn k  and 

( )i

rn k , three cases, namely “Case Normal”, “Case Strait”, and “Case Random” are specified. 

Each case also includes Phase A and Phase R, respectively. The scenario in Phase A is 
discussed in the following, and minor adjustment is given for that used in Phase R. 
Case Normal: The values of ( )i

cn k  recoded in the 
normalT  buffer are not all the same. 

In Case Normal, the robot implements the behavior of climbing nutrient gradient of the E. 
coli bacterium. The direction of the E coli bacterium is biased toward increasing nutrient 
gradient. The bacterial cell compares the concentration of the environment over the past 1 

Moving 

Condition

Phase A Phase R 

Case N Case R Case S Case N Case S 

Di(k) = Di(k-J) Di(k) is decided 

randomly 

Di(k) = Di(k-1) 

or Di(k) is 

decided 

randomly 

Di(k) = Di(k-J) Di(k) = Di(k-1) 

or Di(k) is 

decided 

randomly 

End 

false 

false 

true 

true 

false false false 

Move to the next direction
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time step with the concentration over the last 3 time steps before that. Hence it uses the 
nutrient concentration data of the past 4 time steps to decide its next movement. 

( )i

cn k  here is similar to the concentration of nutrition. Therefore, ( )i

cn k  is compared with 

those of the last 
normalT  steps. The direction ( )iD k j−  at Step k-j ( {1,..., }straitj T∈ ) where 

( )i

cn k j−  is close to 
cN  is believed to be the direction leading ( )i

cn k  to 
cN . So the robot 

chooses ( )iD k j−  as the next direction. That is, 

 ( ) ( )i iD k D k j= −    
1~

 arg min ( )
t Tbuffer

i

c cj n k t N
=

= − −
 (4) 

An example of the recorded buffer of 
cn  at Step k is shown in Table 2. 10normalT =  and D  

and 
cn  recorded in the last 

normalT  steps are shown in Table 2. If 
cN  is assumed to be 5, 

cn  in 

Step k-4 and Step k-9 are both closest to the desired valued of 
cN . Since Step k-4 is the later 

step, the direction of Step k-4 is then adopted and the next moving direction is determined 
as “Forward”. 

Step Index k-1 k-2 k-3 k-4 k-5 k-6 k-7 k-8 k-9 k-10 

( )cn k j−  4 3 4 5 6 6 7 6 5 3 

( )D k j−  Left Right Left Forward Back Back Right Left Left Forward 

Table 2. An example of Case Normal 

Case Strait: The values of ( )i

cn k  recoded in the 
straitT  buffer are all the same. 

In Case Strait, the robot implements the escaping behavior of the E. coli bacterium from a 
homogeneous concentration environment. If the concentration of the environment does not 
change for a long time, the bacterium increases the mean run length and decreases the mean 
tumble time. In other words, the bacterium runs a longer distance with a fixed direction. 
Once ( )i

cn k recorded in the 
straitT  buffer are all the same, the robot randomly selects a 

direction and runs for 
escapeT  steps. 

escapeT  is about the order of 
straitT  and is defined by users. 

An example of the recorded buffer of 
cn at Step k is shown in Table 3. 5normalT = , 10straitT = , 

20escapeT =  and D  and 
cn  recorded in the last 

straitT  steps are as shown in Table 3. Since all 

data of 
cn  in the last 

straitT  steps are all the same, the robot will choose a random direction 

and run for 
escapeT  steps. For instance, the robot may keep going forward for the next 20 

steps. 

Step 
Index 

k-1 k-2 k-3 k-4 k-5 k-6 k-7 k-8 k-9 k-10 

( )cn k j−  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

( )D k j−  Left Right Left Forward Back Back Right Left Left Forward 

Table 3. An example of Case Strait 

Case Random: The values of ( )i

cn k  recoded in the 
normalT  buffer are all the same, but the 

straitT  

buffer are not all the same, or the robot does not have enough data of ( )i

cn k . 
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In this case, it is assumed that the robot does not have enough information about the 
environment. Therefore, it chooses a random direction for the next movement. The action is 
continued until there is enough information about the environment and the situation then 
changes to Case Normal or Case Strait. 
An example of the recorded buffer of 

cn  at Step k is shown in Table 4. 5normalT = , 10straitT = , 

20escapeT =  and D  and 
cn  recorded in the last 

straitT  steps are as shown in Table 4. Since 
cn  

are the same in the last five steps but different in the last six to last ten steps, the robot then 
chooses a random direction as the next moving direction. For instance, the robot may move 
right in the next direction and again compare 

cn  in the last ten steps to decide the next 

direction. 

Step Index k-1 k-2 k-3 k-4 k-5 k-6 k-7 k-8 k-9 k-10 

( )cn k j−  4 4 4 4 4 6 7 6 5 3 

( )D k j−  Left Right Left Forward Back Back Right Left Left Forward 

Table 4: An example of Case Random 

These three cases are also applied to Phase R with minor adjustment. Note that the 
repulsion range is smaller than the communication range. Once ( )i

rn k does not change for a 

period of time, it is likely to be in the strait situation. Hence, Case Random is omitted in 
Phase R, and 

straitT in Case Strait is changed to 
normalT . 

With this dispersion algorithm, the final coverage area of the communication network 
would be mainly decided by the communication range and the repulsion range. With a 
larger communication range, a larger coverage area is formed. Also, with a larger repulsion 
range, the distance between robots increases. Hence the coverage area again gets larger. Let 
the radius of the communication range be 

cR , and the radius of the repulsion range be
rR . 

Also, the radius of effective coverage area, 
,a effR , is defined as the radius of the average 

coverage area. Then, 
,a effR  is a linear function of 

cR  and 
rR , and can be expressed as follows: 

 
,a eff c c r rR k R k R= +  (5) 

where 
ck and 

rk  are weighting constants of 
cR  and 

rR , respectively. Eqn. (5) can be 

rearranged as follows: 

 ,a eff r
r c

c c

R R
k k

R R
= +   (6) 

That is, the ratio of 
,a effR and 

cR and the ratio of 
rR  and 

cR  would have a linear relationship. 

4. Dispatching at the Base Station 

The task at the base station is to release robots into the environment for searching for 
unknown targets. Because of the communication and sensing limitations, the coverage area 
by one robot is limited. Therefore, the base station needs to add new robots to enlarge the 
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coverage area. Two questions decided by the base station are “when to release robots” and 
“how many robots to be released.” For the first question, when most robots are stopped, the 
coverage area could approach to a limit value. Hence, the base station should release more 

robots when the percentage of stop robots exceeds a certain value. Assume ( )p k  is the 

percentage of stopped robots at Step k, and P  is a decision value defined by the user. Then, 
the releasing time 

tT  can be defined as follows, 

 sign( ( ) )tT p k P k= − ×  (7) 

where {1,2,3,...}t =  is the releasing index, and 

   1 , 0
sign( )

0 , 0

x
x

x

≥⎧
= ⎨

<⎩
 (8) 

For the second question, the goal of releasing new robots is to enlarge the coverage area. 
Thus, 

tu , the number of additional robots at time 
tT , is defined as follows:  

 
2

,

( ) t
t t

a eff

A
u k T

Rπ

Δ
= =  (9) 

where 
tAΔ  is the desired additional area to be increased at time tT . To determine 

tAΔ , the 

coverage area ( )totalA k  is regarded as a circle, and the desired increasing radius RΔ  is also 

defined. Then 
tAΔ  is the ring area as shown in Figure 6.  

However, without the position information, the total coverage area ( )totalA k  is unable to 

compute and consequently 
tAΔ  is unable to determine. Hence, two methods are proposed to 

estimate ( )totalA k , namely, (1) the feedforward estimation, and (2) the feedback estimation. 

 

Figure 6. The diagram of 
tAΔ  

4.1 Area Estimation with Prior Information 

Figure 7 shows the diagram of the feedforward estimation. While the percentage of stopped 
robots is computed, the total coverage area is estimated by the base station itself. Since most 
robots are stopped at the releasing times, each of them should have reached a certain 
coverage area. The effective coverage area of single robot is estimated by utilizing 

,a effR  and 

RΔ

( )totalA k  

tAΔ

( )total

aR k
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the total coverage area is then estimated by summing these single effective coverage areas. 
Let ( )total

estA k be the estimated total coverage area at Step k, then 

 2

,( ) ( )total

est t a effA k T N k Rπ= =  (10) 

where ( )N k  is the number of robots at Step k. This estimate does not need any information 

returned by robots and is determined only with former information 
,a effR . Hence it is named 

as “feedforward estimation.” 

 

Figure 7. The flowchart of the dispatch-dispersion mechanism with feedforward estimation 

4.2 Area Estimation with Feedback Information 

Although the actual effective coverage area of each robot is unable to obtain, each robot can 
still estimate it. Figure 8 shows the diagram of the feedback estimation. Same as the 
feedforward estimation, the percentage of stopped robots is returned by robots. Also the 
effective coverage area is estimated by each robot itself and then returned to the base 
station. Then the total coverage area could be estimated by summing these estimated 
effective areas. The following estimation is then used:  

 
2

( )
( ) 1

i c
est i

c

R
A k

n k

π
=

+

 (11) 

where ( )i

estA k  is the estimated effective coverage area of robot i at step k. Therefore the total 

coverage area is computed as follows:  

 
( )

1

( ) ( )
N k

total i

est est
i

A k A k
=

= ∑  (12) 

With ( )total

estA k  substituted for ( )totalA k , 
tAΔ  and 

tu  can then be computed. 

         

Figure 8. The flowchart of the dispatch-dispersion mechanism with feedback estimation 
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5. Simulation Study 

In this section, several simulation studies are conducted to demonstrate the performance of 
the proposed movement algorithm. First, the stability of the dispersion algorithm with one 
single robot moving in static environment is studied. Second, the dispersion algorithm used 
in a multi-robot system is demonstrated and the statistics of partition rate, coverage area, 
spending time and stop rate are summarized. Finally, the dispatch rule at the base station is 
combined to execute the scenario of a target search problem. 

5.1 Static Environment: Dispersion of One Robot 

Figure 9 shows the simulation results on a static environment. In this simulation, the 
following parameters are used. 

cR  = 100, 
rR  = 40, 

cN = 6, 
normalT = 10, 

straitT = 20 and 
escapeT = 50. 

The light (purple) dots in Figure 9 denote stationary robots. With these stationary robots, the 
equilibrium region that only one single moveable robot can satisfy the requirement of 

( ) 6i

cn k =  and ( ) 0i

rn k =  are computed. The equilibrium region is denoted by the dark (red) 

hexagon symbols as the outer circular region and the inner circular region near the center as 
shown in Figure 9(a). The two similarly circular regions in Figure 9(b) are the final stop 
positions of one single moveable robot with the same requirement using 1500 simulations 
with initial positions set at (100,100) or (-100,-100). From the two plots, it can be observed 
that the two set of dark (red) regions are almost the same. The reason that the inner part of 
the hexagon symbols of Figure 9(a) is missing in Figure 9(b) is that the robot stops right as 
the requirements are satisfied. Hence, no robots stop inside the inner circle. Therefore, the 
dispersion algorithm indeed leads the robot to the regions that satisfy the requirement. 
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   (a)                                                     (b) 

Figure 9. Static environment simulation. (a) The analytic region of equilibrium points. (b) 
The simulation result of stop region 

Figure 10 is another static environment simulation result. All the parameters are the same as 
the previous example. The dark (red) circular region in Figure 10(a) is the analytic regions of 
equilibrium points that satisfy the requirements. It is an open region which is slightly 
different from the regions in Figure 9(a). In Figure 10(b) the dark (red) circular region is the 
stop positions of one single moveable robot in 1000 simulations. The dark (red) region is 
almost similar to the one in Figure 10(a). Moreover, although the equilibrium region is open, 
the robot still stops at the right positions and does not wander to the faraway positions. 
Hence the algorithm indeed leads the robot to the desired position. 
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  (a)  (b) 
Figure 10. Static environment simulation. (a) The analytic region of equilibrium points.  
(b) The simulation result of stop region 

5.2 Multi-Robot System: Dispersion of n Robots 

Figure 11 shows the dispersion progress of a group of 60 robots. In this simulation, the 
following parameters are used: N  = 60, 

cR  = 100, 
rR  = 30, 

cN = 6, 
normalT = 10, 

straitT = 20 and 

escapeT = 50. The final balanced distribution forms a good communication network. It can be 

seen that, due to the repulsion force of Phase R, there are no robots staying too close and 
hence the coverage area has been enlarged to a certain value. Related statistic analysis of the 
dispersion algorithm is discussed in the following. 

5.2.1 Partition Rate 

The zero desired value of ( )i

rn k  provides a repulsion force to robots. If 
rR  is set too large, 

the network partition is very likely to happen. But with a small 
rR , the repulsion 

mechanism would not be obvious. It is important to choose an appropriate value of 
rR . 

           
(a)                                              (b)                                                  (c) 

Figure 11. The dispersion of 60 robots. (a) Step 200: The dispersion has just begun, and the 
robots still stay close. (b) Step 1280: The network has dispersed obviously. (c) Stop 10485: 
The final result of the dispersion. The robots form a dispersed communication network 

Figure 12 shows the relation between the partition rate and /r cR R . From this figure, it can 

be seen that, when 
rR  is below about 0.4 times 

cR , the partition hardly happens. However, 
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when 
rR  is set too large to about 0.6 times 

cR , the probability of partition is almost equal to 

100%. Hence, the best value of 
rR  is set to be about 0.4 times 

cR . 
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Figure 12. The partition rate 

5.2.2 Coverage Area/Effective Area Radius 

In addition to the partition rate, the value of /r cR R  also affects the effective coverage area 

radius 
,a effR . As shown in Eqn. (6), /r cR R  and 

, /a eff cR R  should have a linear relationship.  
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Figure 13. The effective area radius 

Figure 13 is a statistical result of 2000 simulations. The final average coverage area of 
different values of 

cR , 
rR  and N  are computed. The slope of the average area and N  with 

fixed 
cR  and 

rR  is considered as the effective coverage area of a single robot, and then 
,a effR  

is derived. In Figure 13, it can be seen that, when /r cR R  is below about 0.4, /r cR R  and 

, /a eff cR R  indeed have a perfect linear relationship. Moreover, they have another linear 

relationship when /r cR R  exceeds about 0.6. The two regions of /r cR R  that /r cR R  and 

, /a eff cR R  have good linear relationships are just the regions that the partition rate is almost 

equal to 0 or 100% as shown in Figure 9. This indicates that the linear relationship of 
cR ,

rR  

and 
,a effR  exists for both that the communication network is not partitioned, and that the 
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communication network is completely partitioned. In this case, 
rk  is 0.228 and 

ck  is 0.340 

when /r cR R  is below 0.4. These values indicate that the weighting of attraction is larger 

than that of repulsion since the network is pulled together by the attraction. When /r cR R  is 

above 0.6, 
rk  is 0.563 and 

ck  is 0.225. These values indicate that the weighting of repulsion is 

larger than that of attraction since the network is partitioned due to the repulsion force. 

5.2.3 Spending Time 

The spending time is defined as the time when all robots are stopped. Figure 14 shows the 
relationship of the spending time and the number of robots with 

cR  = 100 and 
rR  = 10, ..., 

40. From the figure, it can be observed that the spending time is roughly proportional to the 
number of robots. Moreover, the slope is only determined by 

rR . Figure 15 shows the value 

of slopes with different 
rR  and 

cR . It can be seen that even with different 
cR , the slopes of 

the spending time and the number of robots are almost the same as long as 
rR  is the same. 

This statistics indicates that the time is mainly spent on repulsing too-close neighbors. 
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Figure 14. The spending time. With fixed 

rR  and 
cR  the spending time is roughly 

proportional to the number of robots 
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Figure 15. The slope of spending time and number of robots which is determined only by 

rR  
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5.2.4 Stop Rate 

The average spending times are also recorded when the stop rate exceeds 10%, 20%, …, 
100%. The result is shown in Figure 16. The vertical axis is the percentage of the time spent, 
and the horizontal axis is the stop rate. It can be seen that these two ratios have a roughly 
exponential relationship regardless of the values of 

rR  and 
cR . This combined with the 

spending time would be useful information for estimating the time when the stop rate 
exceeds a certain value. Later this information is used in the dispatch rule. 
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Figure 16. Stop rate and time percentage. They have a rough exponential relationship 
regardless of 

rR  and 
cR  

5.3 Target Search: Dispersion and Dispatch 

In this subsection, the dispatch rule is combined with the dispersion algorithm to execute 
the target search problem. Figure 14 shows the progress of a target search problem utilizing 
the feedforward estimation dispatch. The initial number of robots is 10. 

cR , 
rR , 

cN , 
normalT , 

straitT  and 
escapeT  are set as the values in previous subsection. RΔ  = 50, P  = 0.8 and the target 

position is at (200, 200). 
rk  and 

ck  are set as 0.228 and 0.340, respectively. 

New robots are released form the center of the plane when ( )p t  exceeds P , as shown in 

Figure 17(b), (d), and (f). The target is found after the three dispatches as shown in Figure 
17(g). 
The objective of the dispatch at the base station is to enlarge the coverage area timely. Figure 
18 shows the coverage area versus the time of two simulations. The longer (red) line is a 
simulation result of feedforward estimation, and the shorter (blue) line is a simulation result 
of feedback estimation. It can be seen that the coverage area increases almost linearly with 
time, which indicates that by using the dispatch rule the base indeed releases appropriate 
number of robots at right time. 

Moreover, the final spending time when the stop rate ( )p t  reaches P  can be estimated in 

advance with the simulation statistics. Hence another dispatch rule is studied where the 
coverage area and the stop rate of robots are both estimated by the base station. The 
flowchart is shown in Figure 19. Figure 20 is a simulation result of applying the statistics of 
the spending time and the stop rate. It can be seen that the coverage area increases roughly 
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linear with time as well as the two former estimation methods. Hence this estimation 
provides a good performance. Moreover, no information returned by robots is needed, 
therefore the base station can even determine 

ku  and 
tT  before the task starts. This is a very 

beneficial advantage. 

             

(a)                                                  (b)                                                  (c) 

             

(d)                                                  (e)                                                  (f) 

 

(g) 
Figure 17. The progress of target search. (a) Step 320: Initially, the network formed by 10 
robots which is too small to cover the target. (b) Step 560: After the stop rate reaches 0.8, 
new robots are released. (c) Step 1560: The network is enlarged but still unable to cover the 
target. (d) Step 2600: The second releasing. (e) Step 3800: The network is enlarged again. (f) 
Step 4860: The third releasing. (f) Step 6113: After 3 times of releasing, the target is 
successfully found by the enlarged network 
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Figure 18. Coverage area versus time. The coverage area increases roughly linear with time 

 

Figure 19. Flowchart of the dispatch rule utilizing area and stop percentage estimation with 
prior information 
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Figure 20. Coverage area versus time 

5.3 Estimation Accuracy of Dispatch Rule 

In the target search task, the base station decides the releasing time and the number of 
released robots by estimating the coverage area and the stop percentage of robots with three 
kinds of methods, namely the “area estimation with prior information”, “area estimation 
with feedback information” and “area and stop percentage estimation with prior 
information.” For these three estimations, the accuracy is one of major concerns. Figure 21 
and Figure 22 show the estimation accuracy of area and stop percentage of the three 
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methods. The following parameters are used: 
cR  = 100, 

rR  = 40, 
cN = 6, 

normalT = 10, 
straitT = 20 

and 
escapeT = 50, and P  is set as 0.8 and the initial number of robots is set to 10. Robots are 

released form the origin of the plane, and the target is set at (350, 350). 50 simulations for 
each estimation method are done to compute the average values. The statistics of spending 
time, stop percentage and coverage area presented in Section 5.2 are used in the dispatching. 
Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b) shows the ratio of the estimated area and the real area at each 
releasing time with “area estimation with prior information” and “area estimation with 
feedback information,” respectively. From the figures it can be observed that the estimation 
accuracy becomes better as the time increases. The two results of estimation accuracy are 
similar to each other, but the one with prior information has better accuracy in the 
beginning. Moreover, it remains a value between 0.9 and 1 in the later period while the 
other one may exceed 1. 
Figure 21(c) and Figure 22 show the estimation accuracy of “area and stop percentage 
estimate with prior information.” Compared with Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b), Figure 21(c) 
shows that the accuracy of area estimation is a little worse than the one of the former two 
estimations but still remain a value larger than 0.5. And for the estimation of stop 
percentage, the estimation value is between 0.6 and 0.95, which is about the range of 0.8 ± 
0.2. Hence the estimation of stop percentage shows a good result. 
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(c) 
Figure 21. Ratio of estimated area and real area at releasing times with (a) area estimation 
with prior information; (b) area estimation with feedback information; (c) area and stop 
percentage estimation with prior information 
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Figure 22. Estimated stop percentage at releasing times with “Area and stop percentage 
estimation with prior information” 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter, a dispersion movement algorithm for multi-robot systems with simple 
computation and easily obtainable information is proposed. The only information needed is 
the communication density, i.e., the number of communication links of each individual 
robot. In addition, a dispatch control rule is proposed based on the dispersion algorithm. 
With some parameters known in advance, the base station could then estimate an 
appropriate time to release new robots. The dispersion and dispatch control rules are easy to 
implement for a practical multi-robot system to act like a natural creature system. The 
dispersion movement algorithm itself still executes as a natural system. And with the 
dispatch rule, the dispersion algorithm can be used in tasks with more variety. Simulation 
results of the dispersion and dispatch control rules are presented, and statistics of the 
coverage area, partition rate, spending time and stop rate show the advantage of these 
algorithms. In the future, the research will focus on the mechanism of adaptively adjusting 
of the dispatch control rule, and the theoretical analysis of the algorithm performance. The 
implementation of the algorithm on practical robots and further applications are also under 
planning. 
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